
 

 

 

The Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 
(DPLM) at Nationwide Children’s Hospital (NCH) 
affiliated with the DPLM of The Ohio State University 
College of Medicine seek an academic anatomic 
neuropathologist at the level of assistant, associate or full 
professor to join one of the largest pediatric pathology and 
laboratory medicine departments in the U.S. The DPLM is 
in the midst of a 5-year multimillion dollar construction 
project.  Anatomic Pathology is currently undergoing 
renovation and updating of the Gross Room and Histology 
Lab. Since the delivery of our whole slide imaging (WSI) 
scanner, we are in the process of validation for digital sign-
out to be available by the second half of 2024. 
Neuropathology digital sign-out has been prioritized and is 
expected to be available sooner.   
 

The successful candidate will join an experienced faculty of 
over 30 pathologists and doctoral scientists.  Building upon 
an already premier program, the candidate has the 
opportunity to grow the academic mission of the 
department by providing excellent clinical care, education 
and/or research.  
 

The DPLM accessions over 8,000 surgical specimens, over 
1200 cytology specimens and performs over 90 autopsies 
per year.  The Institute for Genomic Medicine (IGM) 
clinical laboratory processes 7,000 specimens a year. There 
is close collaboration between IGM and AP, and AP faculty 
participate in assessment of material submitted for clinical 
molecular testing as well as material submitted for the 
national molecular characterization initiative (MCI) for 
solid tumors. Neuro-oncology cases contribute to half of 
these cases. 
 
Apart from the wealth of in-house patient cases from eight 
faculty members in Neurosurgery and five in 
Hematology/Oncology, there is exceptional opportunity 
for mentorship, collaboration, and growth and 

development from participation in national clinical trials 
through the Children’s Oncology Group, Head 
Start/NEXT Consortium Clinical Trial, and Collaborative 
Network for Neuro-oncology Clinical Trials 
(CONNECT). There is also great opportunity for 
collaboration with the Neurology Team and the cutting-
edge work in neuromuscular disease at NCH. 
 

The position will provide assistance to the Department’s 
anatomic pathology laboratory, active learning curriculum 
for residents, graduate students, pathology fellows, and 
consultative services and Outreach Program. An active, 
ACGME accredited fellowship program in pediatric 
pathology is an integral component of the NCH DPLM. 
Faculty development and academic advancement is central 
to our mission so we have instituted a robust mentorship 
program with mentors at NCH and other respected 
institutions. 
 

The Abagail Wexner Research Institute at NCH and the 
NCH Department of Pathology is home to one of the 
world’s largest pediatric biobanks and is the site of multiple 
oncology biobanks. The Biopathology Core Resource of 
The Cancer Genome Atlas is also located in the Research 
Institute. The Research Institute is ranked in the top 10 
nationally in NIH funding to free-standing children’s 
hospitals. 
 

Ranked in the top 10 children's hospitals on U.S. News & 
World Report’s 2023-24 “America’s Best Children’s 
Hospitals Honor Roll,” Nationwide Children’s Hospital is 
one of the nation’s largest not-for-profit freestanding 
pediatric healthcare networks. 
 

Inquiries and nominations are encouraged.  Please 
contact:  Shamlal Mangray, MB, BS, Chief of DPLM and 
submit your CV and personal statement via email:  
Shamlal.Mangray@nationwidechildrens.org 
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